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About This Software

Put on your CardBoard and plug in the MIDI keyboard!
It's a play time - with PianoBoard you can dust off your piano and perform your favorite songs!

Print a tracking image, put it above the piano keyboard and play - no need to switch between score and instrument any more!
The melody will always be before your very eyes.

PianoBoard Server enables feedback from MIDI keyboard/digital piano in your mobile AR PianoBoard app (Android 4.4+ is
supported currently, a back-facing camera with autofocus is required).

Your PC and mobile phone should be connected to the same local network (f.e. via WiFi router) or via tethering (i.e. you can
also connect your PC to the phone' mobile access point if it supports that).

* Connect your MIDI device to the PC, select it in the list and mark it as favorite so that it is selected as input device
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automatically on next run.
* A smartphone VR headset with headstrap and camera hole is required
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piano board server

The story seems a bit short (I read it the first time through in 4 hours) but it does do a good job and expanding the story and
moving forward.

However, I feel like the gender-bending in this series has too much focus. There's a lot, and I mean a lot of focus on different
genders and new vocab that I cant even really bother to understand.

Also, this story has a section in it that... doesnt really make sense. Quite frankly, it feels like the structure is a bit off, but then
again this does seem like it is going to be a long multi-book series. Therefore, the story probably feels like the structure is off
because it may be setting up as a background for a future chapter.

Overall, it was an enjoyable expereince.. I liked the start... although it didn't have as much wow factor as inMind VR where you
go into the eye but was still cool. As soon as I got to the racing though... "urrgh", I'm rotating but not rotating... recipe for
disaster in VR. Probably there are a list of movement mistakes that should be avoided in the literature but I'm fairly certain this
should be one of them. OK I got used to it but I still had to be careful at how quickly I moved around the cylinder. Another
reason I don't like head movements to control position movement is that it restricts how much you are free to look around. You
can look around in a "certain way" but that really isn't natural and reduces enjoyment in my view. Imagine a bunch of stuff
going on in your peripheral vision that you can only see if you are very careful about *how* you move your head... not nice.

I'm being asked if I would recommend this game... well since it is free and very pretty I cannot help but say "yes" however, had
I paid for it, I think I'd have been a little or maybe a lot disapointed as I was expecting essentially a similar thing to the
mechanics of inMind VR but with a ton more content.

For reference I should include I tried the game on a core2quad 2.7GHz cpu with 680GTX gfx card and 6GB system ram. The
headset was a Rift DK2 on 1.3 beta drivers. Frame rate and overall VR experience was fine but the game was let down by the
movement mechanic.

Sad to have to be so negative as this is free and really very pretty with a lot of work clearly having gone into it... but hey ho, such
is life.. Unlocked all achievements within an hour. I'm a truly salty fish :P. It was a very nice game, with a good storyline..
Awesome game!. It's Fish and Ships.
It's exactly like those space ship shooter games except with fish.

The game is open world TPS where your goal is to find all hidden waypoints (corals) and beat a boss.
Each coral has fish or ships guarding it. Some are too strong early on so you have to look for the weaker ones first.

You feel like a gundam when you get the Tuna.

The only problem with this game is the bad camera and difficult controls.. Now I can play Swindlestones on PC!
Nice job, inkle!
10/10. Controls are designed in such a bad way that gameplay is frustrating, so I can't recommend it.. Got this for free, these are
my fps tests, game has a lot of potential!

Gongzhuang- 45-65 fps, fluzuated alot but mostly as 60.
Steamplant- 15-65, inside the plant it went down to 15, but outside it was mainly 30 but in someplaces went up to 65.
Strova-30-60 fps, spawn was 30 and everywhere else was around 45-60 fps.

Specs: Specs AMD A8-7650K, Geforce GTX 1060 6GB, 8gb ram

Edit: Thank you RetriButioN for reminding me to add specs.. If there was ever a game that could be worse than Garshasp: The
Monster Slayer, this would be it.
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bad physics, overpriced. I wonder what the development time for this game was. 48 hours?
The game is so simple that I expected at least the controls to be nice and fluid. Not even that.
*sigh*. Fun litte breakout type game with funny characters. I would recommend getting it with a discount but the developer
seems amazing and it is really cheap so go and support the dev !. how did this even happen. Super boring!
Its a week I have nightmares running off a pipe after playing an hour of this.
. 10/10 game will chuck 1k hours in once more features are added. Absolutely worth the price. Tons of fun, and an insane level
of replayablility.. It's discount Doom with snarky commentary :)

I got this on sale as part of a bundle package, and among all of the Serious Sam VR options, this one is the best looking. It's not
the most engaging story, but who cares? There's no shortage of monsters to mow down nor weapons with which to do so.
Playing on "normal" difficulty nets you a reasonably fun romp through various environments with an assortment of shooting
galleries.

If it's on sale, it's worth a buy, a good time-killer for some seated play while taking a break from playing Skyrim VR standing
for hours at a time.. This is a nice game. It's the best game you can get for this price. I have cancer and I would really like some
steamkeys because I can't afford many games. It would be nice. Amen.
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